Title word cross-reference

(modp) [Pol78]. 1/2 + 1Poly(log N)
[ACGS84], 25·10⁹ [PSW80]. 2ⁿ + 1 [BLS75],
2ⁿ ± 1 [BS67], 2n [QG89]. $\$35.00 [Lei79].
$49.95 [Shu80]. B [CS83]. D [Kak85]. F_q
[Sx89]. \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{\text{poly}(\log N)} [CG85]. GF(2^n)
[BMV85]. GF(p) [COS86, PH78]. GF(p^2)
[EIG85c]. I [VGT89]. M^3 [Wil86a]. GF(2^m)
[Mas89]. GF(p^n) [MOVW89]. N
[Knu87, QG89, VGT89]. n = 2 [Lev61a],
NC⁰ [Hä87]. O(log n) [LW88]. O(log n)
[Bra87a].

- [SS89]. -Bit [QG89]. -ciphered [Knu87].
-tree [CS83].
Acquired [Sim79a, Sim84]. ‘Action [MB86]. Activities [Bur81].

Addition [Lu80]. additional [Bud29, Bud76]. additive [Bar79a]. address [Koy82a]. addresses [Cha79, Cha81].

ADFVGX [Bur85, Kon87]. Adleman [Bar87, BB79, BLO83, BLO84, SP79]. ADP [Un81].

Advanced [Fri76a, Mau14, Van69, Ano84]. Advances [CRS83, CP87, CP88, CRY81, Ger82, Gun88b, Odl87b, Pic86, Pom88, QV89, Sny80, BCI85, BC85, Bra90, Wil86b].

adventure [Yar83]. Advisor [RU88].

Aerospace [IEE88]. AFSC [HFL+85].

After [Mac87]. Against [Dav81, GMR88].

Age [SWT*81, Las85, WTE*85]. Agencies [Cha86b]. agency [Bam82, Ano78b, Bro81, Kol77]. ages [Laf64]. Agreement [DS83]. al [MTA87, Bud76]. al-‘Arab [MTA87].

al-Maskhutah [Bud76]. al-mu’amma [MTA87].

al-ta’imiyah [MTA87]. al-Maskhutah [Bud76].

al-mu’amma [MTA87].

Alan [Hod83]. Alberta [ACM89a]. algebra [EKMN84, Mor89]. Algebraic [Hi29, IM86, Lev58, Lev61a, Lev61b, BO85c, Fra89, KLL88, Lev61c, Mor89, Nie86, RN87, RN89, She86, She87]. algebraic-code [RN89]. algebraic-coded [RN87].

Algorithm [Dav85, Hen81, Kat77, Kno79, KFB79, MTMA85, Mor88, PR79, Aim83, Adl79, Ano85b, APW85, AB81, Bar87, BM84b, Cam88, CS83, ElG85c, Er89, Joh89, LtW88, Mit76, Per85, PH78, PST88, Re87, Roy86, Sha2, Sha4, CA81, CA83a, Hun85, Kno79, Mar76, Wic87].

Algorithms [DS83, Has84, HM83, Knu69, Knu73, Lak83, QG89, Riv74b, She86, She87, AIR83, AG85, Gam88, Mor89, ORS*87, PBGV89, Riv74a].

Alicos [Hei76]. Alive [Cha85a]. Allied [Beh54].

Allies [AWL*88, WTE*85, Koz84a, Koz84b, Mul89a]. Allocation [LB89a, LB89b]. Alone [RRM78].
Alphabet [Hil29]. alphabétiques [S.73]. alphabets [Fri35c, RF35]. Alsbalden [Sch20]. also [Wal00]. Alternating [CG75, Gun88a]. alternatives [Mor83]. always [BB79]. Amer [Mul89b]. America [Bam82, Yar40]. American [BBB81, Bel77, Lew82, Yar31, Yar40]. ammunition [Uni88a]. amplification [BBR88]. Amsterdam [CP87, CP88, Lit87]. Analog [sC85, Kal85, BR88, Die88, Kal84]. analogie [Zaf63]. analogy [Zaf63]. Analyse [SB82]. analyses [Dat85]. Analysis [Ano81a, Cal89, Cop89, Gyl36, Gyl38, HR82, Kal84, Mar76, MM83, RB82, Riv74b, Dem88, Fra89, FF57, Fun78, Her89, JM84, Lag84b, Ma79, Nis89, Wei82b, WW79, SWT+81]. Analytical [Lan46, Gal45a, Gal45b, Gal45c, Gal70]. Analyzing [Kem89]. ancient [Com87]. Anecdotes [SWT+81]. Angeles [IEE87a]. angels [Shu82]. Anglica [Con39]. animi [Tri06c, Tri21c]. Annex [Cop89]. Anniversary [ML87]. Annotated [Pri83, Lei79, Shu76]. Annual [ACM89a, ACM89c, IEE74, IEE79, USE99, ACM82, ACM83, ACM85, ACM86, ACM87, ACM88, IEE82a, IEE84, IEE85, IEE86b, IEE87a, IEE89]. Answering [SDV83]. any [Dro89, GMW87]. aperiendi [Tri06c, Tri21c]. APL [Fra84, Fra85b, Bro86, Van85, Wor87]. Apparatus [DHM80, Hil31]. apparently [Rou84]. appendix [Bud76]. Application [BCI85, Bis88b, Bis88c, Bis88d, BE79, CP87, CP88, CD85, Gun88b, QV89, Sch83, Yao82b, Bis88a, Fri35c, GS78, LLH89, Lak83, NS89, Pic86, Rej77, WW84]. Applications [AT&T86, AM85, CG75, GGM85, IEE88, Lev61a, RR86, SIE84, Tur41a, BFM88, Fri35a, Fri87, GOL84, Jos85, KEM88, MEI83, NY89b, NY89a, Par85, RF35, SCh84, SCh86, Wor75]. Applied [D8+83, Mor89, PM78, And79, And80]. approach [GY58, HoF55, Rou84, Sin66, Sin68a, Sin68b, Cam71]. Approaching [PP89]. approximation [Lag84a]. April [ACM83, Bet83, BC685, CP87, CP88, CM82, IEE80, IEE83, IEE87c, Pie86, QV89]. Arab [MTA87]. Arabicis [Hei76]. Arbitrary [BD74, Sha83a]. architectural [Rou84]. Architecture [Len78, PST88]. architectures [Wat89]. area [CV98, Wan86]. Arguments [SRC84]. arise [Eve85]. Arithmetic [BD74, CR85, CR88b]. Army [Ano78b]. Arnoldum [Hei76]. Array [VPS88]. Ars [Con39, Tri06c, Tri21c]. arsque [Mer44]. Art [Knu73, Col64, Jos85, Kas63]. Arte [Col64]. Articles [Bur81, Uni42, Ano76, Fri76c]. artificialia [Hei76]. Artificial [Nis89]. ASCII [Cam88]. Asimov [BCKS+83]. Aspray [SE86]. Assessment [Ano80, Her89]. Assigning [MTM85]. assisted [WW79]. Association [Jou88]. Associative [Riv74b, Lom83]. Assumption [Bla85]. astounding [Win74b]. Asymmetric [Sim79c, IM86, Sim79b, Sim82b, Sim82a]. asymptotically [Koo86]. AT&T [AT&T86]. Atkin [Mor88]. Atlantic [Roh75, Uni79b]. Atlantik [Roh75]. atque [Mer44]. attack [BLO83, BLO84, DOS6, GCC88, GC80, Hel81, Hua88, Lag84b]. Attacks [GMR88, dC86, Odl84]. attributed [FF57, Lea87]. aucta [Sch33]. auffzulosen [Sch20]. August [ACM89a, Gle87, USE88b, USE88a, WII86b, Wal00]. Austria [CSB89, Pic86]. aut [Hei76]. Authenticated [DS83]. Authentication [Boo81, BAN89b, CV89, EKW74, GJ82, GL79, IW81, IL83, Kar85, Lam81, MRW89, NIS85, Nat85b, NS78b, NS87, NS88, Lin93, Sid81, Sim85a, St.84, St.85, SNS88, Tsn89, WC81, BAN99a, Den84b, Gff81, HHL89, Kaw87, Mer82b, Mll87b, NS78a, OR87, Lin87, Lin88, Lin89, SM83, Tho74, Wan86]. Authenticator [Dav85]. author [FF57, Lea87]. Authority [MM87]. Authorization [GW76]. Automata
[Cam87]. Byzantine
[Bra87a, DS83, LSP82, Rei85].

C [AWL+88, Gyl36, Gyl38, Ste88]. C-36
[Gyl36, Gyl38]. C. [BCKS+83, SE86]. CA
[IEE87a]. Cable [IEE86a]. Caesar [LP87].
Calculating [Ano88b, AWL+88, WTE+85]. calculation
[Hun85, Wic87]. Calculator [AWL+88]. California
[ACM82, ACM86, IEE80, IEE83, IEE87c, USE99, Rud82].
called [Ste76]. Calls [Bir85]. Cambridge
[Man60]. Camera [Mea20]. campaign
[Ben80]. Can [Cha85b]. Canada
[ACM89a, IEE86b, San86]. Cancellation
[BS86, BO85d]. Capabilities [Cha86b].
capability [CF78, Gon89, Lan89, MT86].
capability-based
[CF78, Gon89, Lan89, MT86]. Capacity
[Mil87a]. Capitol [IEE82b]. Capsule
[BCKS+83, SWT+81, SBET85, SE86, WTE+85]. capita
[Hei76]. caracteres [Col64]. card [CSB89]. Cardan
[Men39]. Cardano [Shu80]. cards
[CSB89, McI85]. Carlo [FHJ+84, Pol78]. Carolina
[RR86]. Carpenter [AWL+88]. cartes
[S.73]. carvings [ML67]. Cascade [EG85b].
Cascaded [Pro85, Vog85]. Case
[Dav81, Lev61a, CS83, Sie83]. catalogue
[Sin77]. category [Uni81]. CBI [Bur81].
CCITT [Cop89, UNN85]. CD [KB89D].
CD-ROM [KB89D]. CEC [Muf88].
Cellular [Gua87, Wab87]. certa
[Tri06c, Tri21c]. Certain
[ACGS88, Bla89, CG75, Ham71, Hil31, SS84].
certifiable [Sha88]. Certified [Mer89].
Chadwick [Man60]. Chain [Blu84].
chaining [APW85]. Chaldaicis [Hei76].
Challenge [San86, Frl39a]. Chamber
[Fer87, Yar81, Yar40, Yar83]. change
[Uni83]. Channel
[Mil87a, Sim83, Sim85b, Hol87, OW84].
Channels [Mer78, Sid81]. Character
[Nea75]. characteristic [Cop84].
characteristics [DQD85]. characters
[Col64]. checkers [Sin77]. checking
[BM84b]. chemical [DG57]. chess [Sin77].
Chicago [ACM88, IEE82a, Shu80].
Chiffberyrænas [Gyl31]. chiffrée [S.73].
Chiffriersysteme [SB82].
Chiffrierverfahren [Eck82]. Chinese
[Lec89, Chu89, Yar83]. Chinesische
[Lec89]. Chip [Sed88, Riv80, She86, She87]. chips
[Riv85]. Chosen [GMRR88, DO86].
Chosen-Message [GMRR88].
chrestomathy [Pro80]. Christ [Shu82].
cialach [Kos83]. Cicco [Per90]. Cifra
[Alb70]. Cipher
[AWL+88, BP82, Bur81, Bur85, Esw15, Gaj89, Koz84b, McC75, Mea20, Por52, Pro85, QG89, Rub79, Rus27, Sar28, Ver26, WTE+85, APW85, Bar61, Bar75, Bar84, Bon47, Bow59, Bow60a, Bow60b, Cam88, Cou86, Elv87, Gar77, Hul98, Koz84a, Nea75, Rej77, Rejxx, Riv80, Gyl31]. cipher-writing [Hul98]. ciphered [Knn87].
Ciphers [BD74, EG85b, FF57, HM83, LM85, PR79, Sie85, Web79, AD81, Alb70, Bar79c, Bar79b, Bos82, CE86, D'A39, D'A71, DG57, EE56, Fri35c, Fri56, Gai39, Gai40, Gai43, Gai44, Gai56, Gef73, Hig73, Hit43, Lof64, Lew82, LP87, Nan36, Nan74, Nor73, Pra39, Shu80, Wri89]. Ciphertext [RRM78, Sie85]. Circle [BBB+81]. circuits
[Wat89]. City [ACM87]. civil [Ano80].
Clandestina [Put27]. clarissime [Hei76].
Clark [Fil78]. Class [Sie85, Ano39]. classes
[Hit43]. classic [Fri76b]. classical [Lau81].
Claud [Tri06a, Tri06b, Tri21a, Tri21b].
clear [Wal00]. Clemson [RR86]. climax
[Roh75]. clues [SD86]. CMOS [Roy86]. Co
[Had84, San86]. Code
[Den86, Fer87, Jef86, ML87, Bur79a, Bon47, Cla77a, Plh98, RN89, Ser85, Von80b, Win74b].
Code-Breaking [ML87]. Codebreaker
[Str89]. Codebreakers [AN86, Gin70, Kah67a, Kah67b, Kah74, Kah96].
Codebreaking [And86]. coded [RN87].
Codes [AN86, BK80, Bos82, Cha85b,
D′A39, D′A71, Dro89, Edw15, Fri56, Ham71, Hig73, Laf64, SBET85, Str87, Web79, Wel88b, Wel89, Wri89, Zim48, AD81, Bar79c, Bar79b, Bla89, EE56, Jac87, Kahl83, Lew82, MS81, Mor89, Nan36, Nan74, Nor73, Pra39, Shn80, Sor80, Wel82a]. Codewords [BK80]. Coding [Bla83, GB82, Ham80, Ham86, BP89, CC81, Kak85, Nie86, Riv74a]. Cogitata [Mer44]. Cognitive [AWL+88]. Coin [Blu82, Blu83a, Blu84, Sak89]. coincidence [Fri35a, Fri87]. Collected [AWL+88], collection [Fun78], collections [MS76], collective [Sak89]. College [Ano39]. Collision [PBGV89]. Collision-free [PBGV89]. Colloquium [IEE86a, Mrr87]. Colonel [Ch77a, Ch77b]. Colessus [BWV+88, Cha83a, Coo83, Flo83, Ran82a, WG82]. column [Bra89b, Bra89a]. columnar [Bar61, Cou86]. combinations [S.73]. Combinatorial [AG85]. Combining [Sie84]. Command [RW84]. Comment [Kol77]. Commentaries [AWL+88]. Comments [BWV+88, AM88, AM89]. Committee [ML87]. commonly [FF57]. communicating [Hol87]. Communication [Ano22, Bir85, CG87, Lam81, L889, Sha48a, Sha48b, Sha49, Sid81, Beh54, Cam87, CG88, He81, Koy82a, LM80, Me81, Pe80, Pie77, Sch84, Sch86]. Communications [ARS83, Mer78, Ver6, Ano84, BP82, BP85, Cal89, Cam87, CCS81, HFL+85, MP86, Sim82a, Un84, Wel82b]. compact [CS83]. COMPCON [IEE82b]. Competition [Ano82c]. Completeness [BOGW88, GJ79, GMW87]. Complexity [BS86, GMR89, G84, G88, LT85, RY86, CG88, EY85, IL89, Lie81, Me83, O87a, Per85, RY85, Sim79b, Vog85]. Compliance [Sim79a, Sim84], composed [Wal00]. composite [KP89], composition [LR86]. Comprehensive [SS89]. Compression [KBD89, Joh89, KS89]. Compromise [Mac87]. Computation [AWL+88, CG87, Pol78, Yao82a, JL75]. Computational [Sim79b, Mei83]. Computationally [AIR83, Wil82]. Computations [BOGW88, QSA88]. compute [Per85]. Computer [Ano78a, Ano82c, Boy88, BGK77, BCKS+83, Bur81, CR88a, Dav85, EKW74, Fei73, Gai80a, IEE79, IEE81, IEE82a, IEE82b, IEE84, IEE85, IEE86b, IEE87a, IEE88, IEE89, Kar85, Knu73, Kol77, Kon89, Lau81, Lit87, MZS79, Muf88, NIS85, Nat5b, PK79, Ran82a, San86, Sny80, Sto89, Sun84, Uni78a, WTE+85, WW79, Boy86, CF88, D+83, Dre79, GS78, Koc89, Las85, MM82, Nea75, Pat87, Ple75, Ple77, Rou84, Rud82, SP89, ST89, Sny79, Un81, Wil68a, Wil68b, Wil72, Wil75, BWV+88]. Computerized [Cha85b]. Computers [Che73, GJ79, Goo79, Lev61a, ML87, NS85, Ran82b, SE86, Van69, Bos82, Fey82, NS85, BWV+88]. Computing [ACM82, ACM83, ACM85, ACM86, ACM87, ACM88, ACM89a, ACM89c, BIB89, BM85, Bur81, Den79a, Ass88, Cam87, ELG85c, Hog88, O87a, Pfl89, FH87, Sch84, Sch86]. conceal [BB79], concealability [KL84]. concealed [Lea87]. concept [Des88]. concepts [Ano84]. Concerning [Hil31, Kar89b, WS79]. concinnae [Hei76]. concrete [Her89]. Conditionals [BCKS+83]. Conference [Ano78a, CJB89, CM82, Fe83, HW76, IEE81, IEE82b, IEE87b, IEE88, Ker75, MZS79, RR86, SWT+81, San86, USE88c, USE89b, USE89a, USE99, Ano87, Ano88a, EKMN84, Had84, LHH89, Mor89, Rud82, Uni78a]. conferring [Bud29, Bud76]. confidentiality [Ple77]. confidentially [Ple75]. Confinement [Lam73]. congloabatae [Hei76]. Congress [Gle87]. congruence [Plu82]. congruences [FKH+88]. congruential [Boy89a, Knu80, Knu85, Ree79, Ste87]. conjecture [BSW89, M89b]. conjurationes [Hei76]. Connection [Kol77, Win78]. Consensus [CMS89].
Consequences [IR89]. Considerations [KBD89]. Constant [BIB89, CMS89].

Constant-Time [CMS89]. Construct [GGM86, CS83, LR88b]. constructing [AB81, IM86]. contain [Lea87], contained [Wal00]. containing [Bud76, du 44].

contenant [du 44]. Continued [Por52, Sha48b]. Continuously [MM87]. contracts [EGL85]. Contribution [Gyl34]. Contributions [EKMN84].

Control [AT83, Bla83, Kar85, MTMA85, Pro85, Dat85, Dem88, O'S88, Sal73, San88]. Controlled [AWL+88, Gun88a].

Controlling [O'S88]. Conventional [Dif82a, Mer88]. conversations [Shu82].

convoy [Roh77, Roh75]. coprocessing [Van86]. core [GL89]. Corporation [WTE+85]. Correcting [SBET85, Mor89].

correction [CC81, Kak85, Rao84]. Corrections [Ano81a]. correctness [Gai77, Gai80c, O'S88]. Correlated [Blu84].

Correlation [Sie84]. Correlation-Immunity [Sie84].


Coup [Win74b]. Cours [Giv25, Giv32].

Course [Giv78, Kon89, Ano82a, Gle57, GPW85, Gle86, Kob87a, Wol43a, Wol43b, Wol43c, Wol83]. Covert [Men89, Mil87a].

crypt [SW83, RU88]. Cracking [Ree79, See89]. craft [Wol70]. creating [KS89]. crime [DB89]. criteria [BLS75].

Criticism [McC75]. Critical [Her78, Riv79, Roh77]. crittografia [Sac36, Sac47]. crossword [SD64].

crosswords [WW79]. crypt [Pro80, RW84].

cryptology [Pro80]. Cryptanalysis [And52, Ano60, Bar61, Bar75, Bar77, Bar79a, Bar84, Bee81, BO88, Cam71, CE86, Daw85, DH77, Fos82, Gai44, Gai56, Kon85, Lev61b, Mac87, MN86, Nöb84, Nöb85, Nöb88, RRM78, SS84, Wil86c, dBB88, And79, And80, Ano39, Ano76, Ano82a, Bla75, BB60, BB67, Bri86, Bri88, CR88a, Cou86, DK85, DDOP85, Elv87, Fri35a, Fri35b, Fri39b, Fri41, Fri42, Fri76c, Fri76b, Fri76d, Fri87, Gai39, Gai40, Gai43, Gai83, Gyl36, Gyl38, HS89, Hit43, Hof55, Ku35, Ku38, Ku67, Ku76, Lev61c, Mi43a, Mi43b, Mi43c, Sim04, Sin66, Sin68a, Sin68b, SS86, UG23, Uni42, UU89, Uni70, Uni24b, UU80, UU83, Uni24a, War82, Win74b, Wol43a, Wol43b, Wol43c, Wol83, de 53, vTB86, SE86].

Cryptanalyst [Uni40, Fri39a, GPW85, Gle86].

Cryptanalysts [MB86]. Cryptanalytic [Dea87, Odl84, GC80, Hel81].

Cryptanalytical [Cha86b]. cryptic [SD64, WW79]. CRYPTO [BC85, Bra90, Wil86b, CF88, O'C81, Wil85, CRS83, CRY81, Ger82, Odl87b, Pom88].

Crypto-ease [O'C81]. Crypto-Functions [Wil85]. Cryptogram [Ano60].

Cryptograms [MM83, Nan36, Nan74].

cryptograph [Bar77, Gyl36, Gyl38].

Cryptographer [Sca86, Wol70].

Cryptographia [Con39, Put27, Col64].

Cryptographic [ARS83, Ano87, Agn88, AT83, BIB89, BC85, Bry67, CP87, CP88, DLM82, DHM80, Dif82b, EMMT78, Gif81, GJ82, GGM85, Gun88b, Gyl34, Ham71, Hen81, KV89, KMM+80, Lea87, LT85, MTMA85, MM78, VQ89, Ritxx, San88, Ser85, Sha38a, Sie84, Smi83, Uni88a, Van69, BOCS83, Bla79, CF88, D+83, FF57, FM76, GY58, HS85, HFL+85, Her81, IN89, Lau81, Lev83, LR86, Mas83, NY89b, NY89a, Odl85, Par85, Pic86, PH78, Sed88, Uni82a, Uni82b].

Cryptographically [BM82, BM84a, KM88, Sha83b, Ste87].

Cryptographie [vN83, S.73, Val92, Bau39, Bau46, Giv25, Giv32, Joss85, LS25, Sac51, dIS02, du 44].

Cryptography [Ame81, Ano76, BBB+81, BP89, BB85, Bet83, BGK77, BE79, Bur84a, Bur84b,
CG75, Cop87, CM79, Dav81, DB81, Den82, DH76, Dif88, ECW75, Fei73, Fri76c, Gro82, Gud80, Hei79, Hil29, Hil31, Hul98, Kon81, LM22, Lan81, Len78, Lev58, Lev61a, Lev61b, Man14, MM82, Mor66, SP89, Sha87, Sha45, SE86, Smi43, Smi44, Smi55, Smi71, Smi83, Tur41a, dRHG

Cryptography
[Wal00, Wel88b, Wel89, Wie87, dlS02, BCKS + 83, Col64, du 44, Kon89, Lei79, ST89].

Cryptologic
[Ale45, Jou88, Sny79, Sny80].

Cryptologist
[Cla77b, FFW55].

Cryptology
[AM85, BC85, Boy86, Bra98b, Bra98a, Cal92, CRS83, CP87, Com87, DKKMM87, DK + 89, Fer87, Kah66, Kah79, Kah84, Kon89, Las85, Lem79, LP87, Mar70a, Mar70b, Mei83, Nai89, QV89, Rug65, She66, She87, Uni79a, Wor75, Bec88, BC185, Boy88, Bra87b, Bra88, Bra90, CP88, Che73, CRY81, D + 83, Fra89, Fri56, Fri63, Gal45a, Gal45b, Gal45c, Gal70, Gun88b, Jun88, Kah63, Kah83, Oak78, Odl87b, Pat87, Pic86, Pom88, Sie83, Sim88, Sin77, Wil86b, van88, Ano82c, Lan46].

cryptology
[Bec97].

cryptomenytics
[W]al00].

cryptoprocessor
[MS83].

Cryptoprotocols
[Yun85a, Per85].

Cryptosystem
[CR85, EIG85b, Jun87, WM85, AM88, AM89, ABS81, CR88b, DO86, Eck83, EGS85a, EIG85a, GC80, GM85, Gun87, Hei81, Hoo82, HM85, Kar89a, Kar89b, Koy82a, Koy82b, Koy83, KM88, Lag84b, LLH89, LB88, LM80, Mei81, Nö88, Odl84, Sal85, SY86a, SY86b, SM83, Sha82, Sha84, SS86, SP79, SW83, SSA87, TC85, TC86, TIF + 88, VGT88, Web88, WS79, Yun85b].

Cryptosystems
[Bla85, BR88, Den84a, GS84, Kob87b, Oka88, RSA78, RSA83, Sha85, SSA88, Ad83, ABS1, BB79, BLO80, BS83, BLO84, Bri86, Bri88, CL88, Dif82a, Eck82, GS88, HL88, Her78, IM86, JM84, Lag84a, Lak83, LM84, Lid85, Lu79, Lu80, LP87, Mer80, Mer82a, MRS78, MRS88, MN81, Nie86, Nie88, Pop89, RN87, Riv79, RSA82, She86, She87, Sim82a, SX89, Vou80a, Wu82].

Cuckoo
[Sto89].

curiosa
[Shu82].

Current
[Muf88].

Curve
[Kob87b, CL88].

Curves
[Mi168, Len87, SX89].

Cycurzon
[Jef86].

custom
[She86, She87].

Cyber
[LTW88].

cycle
[Mas83].

Cypher
[Bro86, Den86, Fer87, Jef86, RRM78, Wor87, Fra84, Fra85b, Vam85].

D
[Bv82, Hit43, Cop89].

D.
[WTE + 85].

DOL
[SSA87].

DOL-TOL
[SSA87].

Dabbling
[Ritxx].

Dalgarno
[Shu82].

Dallas
[USE88c].

damage
[Kar87].

dannata
[Hei76].

dan
[Saw55].

dans
[Zaf63].

Dante
[Are21].

Data
[Ano78a, Ano81b, Ano85b, Bis88b, Bis88d, CA81, CA83b, Cia86, DM83, Den79b, DH77, Gai77, Gai80c, Gul83, Int79, Int81b, Int84, Int87, Int88, IWI89, Jon86, KBN88, Kat77, Ker75, Mar76, Nat77, NIS85, Nat85b, Pri80, SB82, Sim79a, Sim84, Tho86, Uni78a, Uni81, YY89, Ame83, ALN87, Ano80, Ber80, Cam88, Dat85, Den82, Dro89, Fun78, Gef73, Gru84, Hol87, Joh89, Kak83, MM82, Mit76, Mul81, Nat84, Nai89, NS89, O’CS81, Pea80, Pri83, Sha88, Sor80, Tex84, Uni87, UNN83, Uni84, Vam86, We10, Zei79, Ano78a, Bec82, Bis88a, Bis88c, CA83a, EMMT89, Fra85a, Gai80a, Gai80b, Jue81, Ma79, Nat84, Sup88, Uni78a, Uni78b, Uni87, Uni82c, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84, Uni77, Uni83, Uni88b].

data-flow
[Sha88].

Database
[DWK81, GW76, Ano84].

Datagram
[Tsu89].

David
[Gin70, Lei79].

Davison
[DG57].

Davos
[Gin88b].

dawn
[BB89].
Environments [LS89, Hog88, Kaw87].

Epiphanes [Bud29, Bud76]. Equality [WC81].

Equations [OSS85, Has88, TIF+88]. equidistribution [Koo86].

equipment [HFL+85, Int81b, Int84, Ser85, Uni82a, Uni82b, Uni88a, Uni82c, UNN85].

equivocation [vTB86]. era [BB89, Men89].
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